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Introduction  

 
Business value1 plays a central role in determining the amount, value and necessity of software 

development in many organisations. Business value represents the long-term value that an activity 

adds to all parties who are involved. And yet it remains an elusive concept in most cases. We believe 

that there is a strong positive correlation between the business functionality delivered of a scrum 

team and the business value that can realistically be achieved. We believe that the business 

functionality delivered can be objectively determined based on international ISO/IEC standards. 

But what are the questions that keeping the business awake?  

 

We will list a few here: 

• When will our Minimum Viable Product (MVP) or new application be ready? 

• Do the scrum teams deliver what they promise in each sprint? 

• Are we perhaps paying too much for our MVP or new application, and is the turnaround time 

for realisation in line with the market? 

• How much business functionality per week/month will be delivered to us? 

• What is the turnaround time for the requested business functionality? 

• What is the quality of our software in terms of Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and 

Mean Time To Repair/Resolve (MTTR)? 

• How can I contract software vendors and compare their bids if the functionality that needs to 

be built is developed as they go along? 

 

To answer these questions, the market uses metrics based on Story Points and/or Function Points. 

Let's take a closer look at these two concepts. 

 

 

 

More information 
 

Require more information about using Function Points? Would you like to find out how one of the 

largest output-based projects in the Netherlands was successfully managed with the help of 

function points? Contact Richard Sweer, project manager at Finidy B.V. 

 

Richard can be reached on +31 6 221 30006 and by email: richard@finidy.nl. 
 

 
1 We are using two terms, business value and business functionality. Example of business functionality is a website and a corresponding 

    example of business value is an x% more geographical spread of customers. Another term for business  value is outcome and another  
    term for business functionality is output. Agile teams deliver output, but no outcome. However the output must make a positive  
    contribution to the outcome. 
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Story Points 
The most appropriate unit of measurement to quantify the effort associated with a User Story 

Story Points are a unit of measure for estimating the total effort that will be required to fully 

implement a product backlog item. An item on the product backlog list can be business functionality, 

technical debt, creating a build/release pipeline or some other activity. When we use Story Points to 

estimate the effort, we assign a points value to each item. The values we assign are unimportant: 

some teams use a Fibonacci sequence (each consecutive number is the sum of the two preceding 

numbers - see figure 1), others use a linear sequence (the classical 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 etc.), a doubling 

sequence (1, 2, 4, 8, 16) or a scale based on T-shirt sizes: Extra-Small, Small, Medium, Large, Extra-

Large, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Story Points 

 

The relative values are what matters. A User Story to which two Story Points have been assigned 

should theoretically require twice as much effort to realise as a User Story with a single point. That 

effort should also be two-thirds of the total effort for a User Story valued at three Story Points. 

Instead of assigning 1, 2 and 3 as the values, that team could have assigned 100, 200 and 300. Or 1 

million, 2 million and 3 million. The relationship between the values is what matters, not the actual 

values themselves.  

 

One of the main reasons why Story Points are so valuable is that they allow team members with 

different skill levels to communicate about and reach agreement on an estimated amount of effort. 

Instead of discussing how long it would take each team member personally to handle the backlog 

item in question, teams can instead often quickly decide that a specific User Story is going to require 

two or three times as much effort as another User Story taken as a reference. So everything is 

relative when using Story Points. 

Effort is directly related to time: i.e. how long it takes to finish something. Many factors play a role in 
determining the level of effort; for example, the amount of work that needs to be done, the 
complexity of the work and any risks or uncertainties when carrying out the work. 
 

https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/agile/scrum/scrum-tools/product-backlog
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/why-the-fibonacci-sequence-works-well-for-estimating
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/why-the-fibonacci-sequence-works-well-for-estimating
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/agile/user-stories
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/agile/user-stories
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/agile/user-stories
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/agile/user-stories
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/agile/user-stories
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/the-main-benefit-of-story-points
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/the-main-benefit-of-story-points
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/the-main-benefit-of-story-points
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/the-main-benefit-of-story-points
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/the-main-benefit-of-story-points
https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/the-main-benefit-of-story-points
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Many aspects come into play when estimating with Story Points: complexity, effort, risk and volume. 
But in the end, Story Points are an estimate of effort. 
 
Counting accuracy 

This is where Story Points can be slightly confusing because Story Points do not have a fixed universal 

value. You have to assess what their value is in the context of your project and your team. Even if 

you've been using Story Points for a while, you'll find that different teams and organisations will 

value them differently.  

In a case study involving 55 projects at nine different organisations ranging from start-ups to large 

multinational corporations, C. Verhoef and T. E. Little[1] found that the use of Story Points is not a 

great predictor in respect of throughput times. 

Here's how it works: 

• Each User Story is assigned a certain number of Story Points 

• The points will mean different things to different teams or organisations 

• 1 Story Point for your team may not be the same as 1 Story Point for another team 

• The amount of effort required for 1 Story Point must remain stable for your team in each 
sprint, and it must remain stable from one User Story to the next 

• 2 Story Points must equate to double the effort compared to 1 Story Point 

• 3 Story Points must equate to three times the effort compared to 1 Story Point.... and so on 

 
Because Story Points are relative, you have to define a number of baselines for yourself before using 

a Story Point estimate for the first time. This gives you a frame of reference for all future User 

Stories. 

Start by choosing user stories of different sizes: 

• A very small User Story 

• A Medium-sized User Story 

• A large User Story 

 

Then assign Story Points to each of these baseline User Stories. Your smallest User Story can be a 1, 

for example. If your medium-sized User Story takes 3 times more effort, it should be a 3. If the large 

User Story requires you to put in 10 times as much effort, it should be a 10. These numbers depend 

on the type of User Stories your team typically works on. 

The main point of the exercise is that you can use these baseline User Stories to assign a score to all 

your future User Stories by comparing the relative amount of effort involved. 
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Function Points 
The universally accepted, objective international standard for measuring business functionality 

The Function Point is a “unit of measure” for expressing the amount of business functionality 

(functional size) provided to an end user by an application (as a product). The technique for 

measuring this is called Functional Size Measurement (FSM). 

There are several recognised standards and/or publicly available specifications for functional 

dimensioning software based on Function Points, namely: 

• Nesma: ISO/IEC 24570:2018 [2] 

• IFPUG: ISO/IEC 20926:2009 [3]  

• FiSMA: ISO/IEC 29881:2010 [4] 

• Mk-II: ISO/IEC 20968:2002 [5]  

• COSMIC: ISO/IEC 19761:2011 [6]  

• OMG AFP: ISO/IEC 19515:2019 [7]  

 
The first five standards are implementations of the overarching ISO/IEC 14143 [8] standard for 

functional dimensioning. The last one, the OMG AFP standard, is not. 

Let's take a closer look at the most commonly used functional sizing measure in the Netherlands 

(Nesma) and its international equivalent (IFPUG). The Nesma and IFPUG functional user 

requirements are identified and each categorized into one of the following five types: 

1. Output  

2. Inquiries  

3. Input 

4. Internal files 

5. External files 

 

Once the function has been identified and categorised as one of the types, the number of function 

points is assigned. Each of these functional user requirements refers to a business function needed 

by an end user. 

ISO/IEC standards are recognised throughout the world. Examinations are also organised all over the 

world to ensure that certified function point analysts always adopt a consistent approach to function 

point counting. In the Netherlands, there is even a register of Certified Nesma Function Point 

Analysts and the IFPUG has his own register. 

 

 

 

 

https://nesma.org/cfpa-certification/cfpa-register/
https://nesma.org/cfpa-certification/cfpa-register/
https://ifpug.memberclicks.net/certification-directory#/
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Nesma and IFPUG Functional Point Analysis 

 
IFPUG[9] 
The International Function Point Users Group (IFPUG) is a US-based organisation with several 
member communities worldwide. It is a non-profit, member-run organisation that was founded in 
1986. 
 
The IFPUG owns and applies the Function Point Analysis (FPA) method as defined in ISO/IEC 20296, 
which specifies the definitions, rules and steps for applying the IFPUG's Functional Size Measurement 
(FSM) method. 
 
Depending on the level of detail of the available specifications, two types of Function Point analysis 
can be chosen: one based on the IFPUG's Counting Practices Manual (an ISO standard) or the Simple 
Function Point (not an ISO standard) approach. We prefer counting based on Simple Function Points 
in an Agile environment. The main reason is that specifications are no longer written out in full in an 
Agile environment, which makes a CPM count almost impossible.  

 
Nesma[10] 
The Nesma (Netherlands Software Metrics User Group) was founded on 12 May 1989 under the 
name NEFPUG (Netherlands Function Point User Group). The NEFPUG was an offshoot of the IFPUG, 
the International Function Point User Group. In 1995, the name was changed to Nesma. The Nesma 
is a Dutch non-profit organisation run by volunteers. 
 
The Nesma owns and applies the Nesma Function Point Analysis (FPA) method as defined in ISO/IEC 
24570, which specifies the definitions, rules and steps for applying the Nesma's Functional Size 
Measurement (FSM) method. 
 
Depending on the level of detail of the available specifications, three types of Function Point Analysis 
can be chosen (all ISO standards):  

1. an indicative analysis,  
2. a high level analysis,   
3. or a detailed analysis.  

 
The high level Function Point Analysis in an Agile environment is actually the ‘default’. The main 
reason is that specifications are no longer written out in full in an Agile environment, which makes a 
detailed count almost impossible. Moreover, a count at high level is much faster to perform and the 
deviation relative to a detailed count is less than 10%. The Nesma standard was updated in 2018. 
Among other changes, its applicability in an Agile environment is explained in greater detail in this 
version. 
 
Function point analysis with IFPUG and Nesma 
Function point analysis maps the dynamic relationship between transactions and data stores. From a 
conceptual and user perspective, Function Point Analysis helps define two abstract levels of data: 
data at rest and data in motion.  
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Data in motion is handled through transaction function types or transactions. All software 
applications have numerous elementary processes or independent processes for moving data. 
Elementary processes that bring data from outside the application boundary into the application are 
called External Inputs (EI). Elementary processes that move data at rest (normally held in a file) to 
outside the application boundary are called External Outputs (EO) or External Inquiries (EQ).  
 
Data at rest that is maintained by the respective application is classified as Internal Logical Files (ILF). 
Data at rest that is maintained by another application is classified as External Logical/Interface Files 
(Nesma ELF and at IFPUG EIF). 
 
 
Accuracy of the counts 

We need to answer two questions for this. How accurately can different function point analysts 

count and is there a strong correlation between the size of an application that is to be built 

(expressed in Function Points) and costs and time? 

Let's start by answering the first question. Function Points are normally counted by certified 

professionals, meaning that differences between individual counters may arise. In a case study 

involving 311 projects and 58,143 function points from a large institution, C. Verhoef and P. Kampstra 

[11] found that function point counts by different professionals produced a reliable result.  

In the case study, the practice of counting function points appeared to be state-of-the-art in terms of 

inter-rater reliability2: very little statistical evidence was found that indicated differences between 

function point analysts or groups of function point analysts. We can also confirm this result based on 

our own experience. Our empirical data usually shows a difference of < 5% between certified 

function point analysts. When the certified analysts discuss the results of their count with a fellow 

certified analyst, the difference is usually even < 2%. 

To become a certified function point analyst you will usually have to attend a two-day training course 

(if you have no experience at all). The advice we generally give is to practice for a period of 1 to 2 

months before you take the exam. 

For the second question, we'd like to refer to the doctoral research published in 2017 by Henny 

Huijgens[12] in collaboration with agile experts Rini van Solingen and A. van Deursen, who have a 

solid reputation in the Netherlands. In a case study of 22 software projects, they conclude that 

project size (in Function Points) has a strong positive correlation with the other key project statistics, 

which are the project cost, the project duration and the number of defects.  

The same doctoral research paper concludes that the business value/outcome correlates (however 

weakly) with the project size, the cost per Function Point and the days per Function Point, therefore 

indicating that functional size can be an indicator of business value/outcome. More research is 

needed to confirm this finding. 

 
2 Inter-rater reliability - the degree of agreement among independent observers who rate, code, or assess the same phenomenon. 
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The importance of defining the functional size 
The most important deciding factor in determining effort and duration 

Why do we put so much emphasis on functional size measurements? A brief look at our explanation 

in this white paper gives you a clue; we explain what a Story Point is in two A4 pages and can get 

started right away, whereas we need 3 A4 pages just to explain the context of Functional Size 

Measurements. And that's before pointing out that we also need to know all the counting rules 

before we can get started (2 days of training and 1 to 2 months to practice). 

 

However, we feel that measuring Function Points in addition to Story Points is definitely worthwhile 

for the following two extremely important reasons: 

1. What’s the most determining factor for quality, cost and duration of application realizations? 

The biggest driver in relation to quality, effort and time in building or maintaining applications is 

the functional size [13], simply because the size is more variable than any other factor. After all, 

we know that the number of man-years it takes to build an application increases exponentially 

relative to its functional size! 

For example, a project assessed at 1,000 Function Points takes 8 man-years and a project 

assessed at 10,000 Function Points takes 200 man-years[14] (higher by a factor of 25!). 

The type of software [13] (nuclear power plant, banking system, etc.) that you are developing is 

the second most important aspect, and human factors [13] are the third (factor of 10-20). The 

programming language and environment [13] you use is the fourth most important aspect (factor 

of 2-6). 

 

Figure 2: Results reported by organisations using SAFe[15] 

 

2. Manage your software development based on 4 KPIs - Faster, Better, Cheaper and Happier 

Agile software development is more popular than ever. In an agile development, the developers 

regularly deliver small software components, making interim changes very easy to implement. 

SAFe indicates that there is considerable room for improvement relative to the Speed, Quality, 

Productivity and Stakeholder Satisfaction KPIs (see Figure 2). But SAFe (version 5.1) does not 

specify which metrics can be used for this purpose.  
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In the Netherlands, work recently started to create a new NEN NPR and ISO TR standard for 

this[16]. The idea behind this new standard is that about 40 underlying metrics can be used to 

actually measure these four KPIs, i.e. Faster, Better, Cheaper and More Satisfied[17]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Functional size measurement plays an important role in 3 of the 4 KPIs 

 

 

Functional size determination plays an important role in above KPIs because functional size 

appears in the denominator in three of the four KPIs (see Figure 3), specifically: 

• The Faster KPI - Hours per function point 

• The Cost effectiveness KPI - Cost per function point 

• The Better KPI - Defect density (amount of defects per function point) 
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Story Points versus Function Points 

You can't imagine a better marriage 

Function Points and Story Points both serve the same purpose: efficient management of a software 
development team. Function points are primarily an accurate way of measuring the business 
functionality of an application or part of it: at the beginning, during construction and at the end. The 
size in Function Points at the beginning of the work for an application can be used to estimate cost 
and time duration. 
 
On the other hand, the flow3 of an agile team can be managed efficiently with Story Points. They can 
be used to estimate the amount of work that can be done by a team in a defined time period 
(normally a Sprint). In the table below, we compare the use of Function Points and Story Points based 
on goals. 
 

Goals Function Points Story Points 

Initial budget estimate 
Yes, but sometimes at macro level, because 
not all requirements have been defined yet 

No, because the unit is specific to 
each project 

Estimating the content of the Sprint No Yes 

Assessing productivity Yes 
Yes, but relatively, as the 
perception of Story Points varies 
from one team to another 

Ease of measurement Easy, when you are certified Simple, can be done by the team. 

Comparison with other 
projects/teams 

Yes, because it is standard 
No, as each measure is specific to 
the project and team 

Gaining team commitment No 
Yes, this is the greatest strength 
of Story Points 

Consistency of the value over the 
project/team life cycle 

Yes 
Difficult to monitor (inflation of 
Story Points during the life cycle) 

Measure for project/team 
assessment 

Yes 
No, because that is not a 
standard 

Benchmarking 
Becoming increasingly difficult because 
there are too few comparable projects in 
the benchmark databases 

No 

Contracting Yes No 

 

Figure 4: When to use Function Points and when to use Story Points 

 

 

  

 
3 In the context of the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe), "flow" refers to the smooth and continuous movement of work through the system, 

   from ideation to delivery. It is one of SAFe's four core values, along with alignment, built-in quality, and transparency. 
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Determining Story Points and Function Points 
Determining Function Points is much faster 

Now let's look at a simple example (see Figure 5). The Product Owner wants the following new 

functionality: 

Product data can be updated (add, delete and change). Based on this, the business analyst 

has designed the screens shown below. 

Product data can be updated by searching in the "Product Description" field (screen 1). A list 

matching the search criteria is then displayed. Double-clicking a product item in the list 

displays a second screen and the product data can be deleted or updated (screen 2). You can 

also add new product data by clicking the ‘Insert’ button in screen 1; this opens screen 3 

where the new product can be entered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Updating product data 

Number of Story Points 

To determine the number of Story Points, we discuss this assignment in a specific team within a 

specific organisation. One team indicates 5 Story Points and another team (which can be within the 

same organisation) indicates 8 Story Points (based on the Fibonacci sequence). 

The members of the same team may also disagree about the number of Story Points. For example, 

one developer indicates 8 Story Points and another indicates 3 Story Points. In this situation, the 

reason why one person indicates 3 Story Points and another indicates 8 Story Points needs to be 

clarified and the planning ‘poker’ process repeated (‘poker’ is the method used to determine the 

number of Story Points). 

The key benefit of assessing all the User Stories via the planning poker procedure and reaching 

agreement on the number of Story Points is that you then have maximum commitment from the 
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development team. As you can imagine, this may take some time: Two to six minutes to reach an 

agreement based on the above example is no exception. 

But if a different sequence is used, the numbers may be 100 and 200. Furthermore, if you were to 

look at this six months later, the 5 and 8 might suddenly become 3 and 5 Story Points (a team 

develops faster based on experience). Of course, as long as the new achievable velocity4 is always 

used as a reference, this is not a problem. In conclusion, Story Points are an extremely fast, easy, 

effective and good method for estimating sprint activities. 

 

Function Points 

With the knowledge of the counting rules of the Nesma or the IFPUG, the number of Function Points 

are always the same. Only due to differences in the counting rules of the Nesma and the IFPUG there 

can be a difference in the number of function points. The count does not need to be discussed with 

the Scrum team (see figure 6). To give you an idea of how quickly these function points can be 

counted: after the functional specifications have been explained, an experienced analyst needs less 

than 10 seconds to determine the number of function points of the above example. 

 

 Nesma 
(High Level count) 

IFPUG  
(Simple Function Points) 

Elementary processes Type # FP Type5 # FP 

Search for Product Data based on "Product Description" EO 5 EP 4.6 

Retrieve product data   EP 4.6 

Enter product data EI 4 EP 4.6 

Delete product data EI 4 EP 4.6 

Update product data EI 4 EP 4.6 

Product data table ILF 7 LF 7 

Total 24  30 

 

Figure 6: Function Point counts according to Nesma and IFPUG 

  

 
4 'Velocity' is used in a Scrum context to indicate how much work a development team can do per sprint. Because velocity 

     is often expressed numerically (30 Story Points), it is easy to compare.  
 
5 Simple Function Points only knows two Base Functional Components (BFCs) and merges the BFCs EI, EO, EQ to Elementary Process 

    (EP) and the ILF and EIF to Logical File (LF) 
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Conclusion 
Story Points are the best way to plan sprint activities and gain commitment from development 

teams. The flow of an agile team at sprint level can be managed efficiently with Story Points. Story 

Points are relative and therefore do not represent values. Story Points are very easy to implement 

and low-threshold in use.  

Function Points, on the other hand, do represent a value, namely an amount of business 

functionality. However, Function Points should not be used to plan sprint-level activities, but rather 

to determine the functional size of an application that is to be built or maintained. 

This illustrates that one cannot exist without the other, and that a “match make in heaven” between 

Story Points and Function Points is possible. 

 

Let us now return to the questions we asked in the introduction and decide the best way to answer 

them based on the information in this white paper.  

 

This will hopefully get you thinking! 

 

Business need/demand Function Points (FP) Story Points (SP) 

When will our Minimum Viable Product 
(MVP) or new application be ready? 

Answer possible if a high level 
Function Point count can be 
performed and productivity 
(hours/FP) is known 

Answer possible if the same team 
is responsible for implementation 
and runs through the poker 
planning procedure for all User 
Stories, and the productivity 
(hours/SP) is known 

Do the scrum teams deliver what they 
promise in each sprint? 

No, Function Points should not be 
used for this purpose  

Yes, Story Points are 
automatically suitable for that 

Are we perhaps paying too much for our 
MVP or new application, and is the 
turnaround time for realisation in line 
with the market? 

Yes, Function points can be 
objectively compared. If necessary, 
a benchmark can be consulted 

No, because Story Points are 
relative and (often) do not 
represent a value and/or are 
specific to a team/organisation 

How much business functionality per 
week/month will be delivered to us? 

Yes, the Function Points count 
objectively measures business 
functionality 

No, the Story Points count does 
not measure business 
functionality 

What is the turnaround time for the 
requested business functionality? 

Yes, the Function Points count 
objectively measures business 
functionality 

No, the Story Points count does 
not measure business 
functionality 

What is the quality of our software in 
terms of MTBF and MTTR? 

n/a n/a 

How can I contract software vendors and 
compare their bids if the functionality 
that needs to be built is developed as 
they go along? 

Yes. By agreeing a price per 
function point in advance. Keep the 
cost drivers in mind though 

No. Story Points are relative and 
subjective 

 

Figure 7: Which questions can best be answered by using Function Points and/or Story Points? 
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